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Description of the service
Ty Gofal is registered with Care Inspectorate Wales (CIW) to provide personal care and 
accommodation for up to four younger adults with a learning disability. The service name is 
Gwendraeth House.

The home is a detached modern house, conveniently located to access the local amenities 
of Upper Tumble.

The registered provider is Ty Gofal Ltd and there is a manager who has day to day 
responsibility for the management of the home.

Summary of our findings

1. Overall assessment
This is a new service which is seeking to establish good practice and develop. The 
responsible individual was open and transparent throughout the inspection, and was 
keen to work towards ensuring all aspects of the service met regulatory requirements. 
The home was maintained to a high standard.

2. Improvements
This is the first inspection under the Regulation and Inspection of Social Care Act 
(RISCA) 2016

3. Requirements and recommendations 

Section five of this report sets out our recommendations to improve the service and the 
areas where the care home is not meeting legal requirements. 

These include:

 Ensure training is undertaken by all staff in relation to Total Communication
 Evidence all outcomes in people’s care plans.
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1. Well-being 

Summary

People live in a homely environment where they are happy and content. People are 
supported to access a wide range of activities of their choice, this would be further 
enhanced by evaluating people’s outcomes. 

Our findings

People do things that matter to them, have choice in their activities and have things to look 
forward to. We saw people living at the home were encouraged to engage in activities both 
in the home and out in the wider community. On arriving at the home we saw people 
preparing to go out for the day. One person told us they enjoyed music, cooking and being 
out and about. We heard music which the person had recorded and read their daily records 
day detailing contacts with music therapy. Another person’s personal plan noted being out 
in the park on swings as “things that are important to me” and we saw photographs of the 
person smiling on the swing. The location of the home meant people were able to access 
the local community, park and nearby towns. Feedback we received from people’s 
representatives included, “x does loads of stuff both within the home and wider community, 
so many opportunities, doing things never had the opportunity to do before”. The service 
had access to a car which means people were able to participate in activities. We saw 
people participated in a range of activities including:

 Hydrotherapy
 Visits to shops
 Days out

Whilst we saw evidence of activities recorded in daily notes, this would be further enhanced 
by the recording of people’s choices, decisions and evaluation of outcomes/goals achieved.
People can, therefore, be confident staff are motivated to ensure people are as happy and 
fulfilled as they can be. We consider that the service is ensuring well-being through 
enabling people to participate in local, social and community activities.

People’s dignity is respected and their rights are maintained. We observed staff asking 
permission before entering someone’s room. We observed staff interacting with people in a 
relaxed and friendly way.  We saw where people lacked the capacity to make important 
decisions in relation to their life, safeguards in accordance with the Mental Capacity Act 
2005 had been actioned. This was because Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DoLS) 
authorisations had been discussed with placing authorities and arrangements were to be 
made as to when an application would be submitted. This ensured the rights of people who 
may lack capacity to make decisions regarding their care and/or welfare were proportionate 
and in their best interests. We saw people’s positive management support plans contained 
the staffing requirements to maintain people’s safety, both within the home and within the 
community. These plans were detailed, containing information regarding potential triggers 
for particular behaviours, distraction techniques and clear management strategies. We also 
saw staff had recently completed initial training in the management of distress response 
behaviours and were due to attend further practical training in the next month.  We saw 
people living at the home had a named advocate within their files. Staff we spoke with from 
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Gwendraeth House during the inspection, demonstrated they understood safeguarding 
processes and informed us what action they would take if they were concerned a person 
was suffering abuse or had concerns for their welfare. Additionally, staff told us and we saw 
evidence on staff files to confirm staff had attended safeguarding training.  We conclude 
that people’s rights are protected and promoted. 
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2. Care and Support 

Summary

Gwendraeth House is a small service. The staffing ratio was such to enable one to one 
support. Staff we spoke with knew people in their care well. Staff mandatory training was up 
to date. The ability to communicate with all potential service users would be enhanced by 
the undertaking of training in Total Communication. Systems for medication administration 
were robust.

Our findings

Staff we spoke with knew people well. The small staff team allowed for continuity of support 
and meant staff knew people living at the home extremely well; staff we spoke with were 
able to demonstrate this. They were able to give clear accounts of people’s history and told 
us “we get on well, we know things they like and don’t”. We were told by people’s 
representatives, staff were flexible, adaptable and were “getting know all ways really well.” 
On the day of our inspection we saw staffing ratio’s met the dependency assessment held 
in people’s personal plans. We saw from staff files, most staff had care and nursing 
experience. Staff told us “I feel great pride, I like to make a difference” and “it’s a new field 
for me and it’s great, really enjoying.”  Whilst we overheard staff talking to people in a calm 
manner, and were told “x makes it clear what they want, x just won’t do it”, and “it is a bit 
hard sometimes.” We recommended all staff completed training in Total Communication 
techniques in order to promote expression of people’s needs and wishes, and people were 
helped to understand what they were being offered, what their choices were and how to 
make their views known. It was later confirmed to CIW training was being sourced. We 
looked at people’s personal files and support plans, we found these to be complete with risk 
assessments. As people were new to the service this was an area which would be 
enhanced as time progressed and reviews of planned care and support were undertaken. 
We discussed the completion of body maps where a risk to skin integrity had been 
identified in order to provide an explanation or possible explanation for any breakdown in 
skin integrity. We were later forwarded completed body maps. We consider whilst people 
are supported and cared for by dedicated staff, this will be further enhanced by further 
training in communication methods. 

People are supported to be as healthy as possible. We looked at procedures for managing 
and administering medication. We saw there was a system in place for ordering and 
recording the administering of medication. Medication administration record (MAR) charts 
were printed by the pharmacy. Details as to how to support a person after administrating 
medicine were recorded in people’s personal plans.  Medication was stored securely. We 
saw evidence of regular GP appointments, psychiatric support appointments and general 
health reviews recorded .We conclude care and support is appropriate and delivered in a 
timely manner.
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3. Environment 

Summary

The home is well maintained and comfortably furnished to enhance people’s quality of life 
and well-being. The environment of the home is warm and people are able to personalise 
their own room. People have access to a communal lounge, secure garden with wooden 
gazebo, a sensory room is being developed and kitchen /dining area.

Our findings

People live in a home where risks are clearly identified and measures are in place to keep 
them safe. We saw the home was safe from unauthorised access. We were unable to gain 
access into the building without ringing the doorbell and being let into the building by a 
member of staff. We were asked for proof of identity and to sign our name and time of 
arrival and departure in the visitors’ book. We saw the garden was well maintained and safe 
for people to use with easy and free access from the house. We read the statement of 
purpose which states the service can only meet the needs of those people who are 
“physically able” due to the layout of the home. We recommend this is clearly defined. We 
saw the fire risk assessment plan and the fire log detailing weekly alarm / light tests; these 
were up to date. We consider that people can feel confident their health and safety is 
considered and the registered person take relevant actions.

 People live in a safe, clean and well maintained environment. People’s bedrooms were 
large with enough space to enable people to comfortably spend time in either their rooms or 
in communal areas of the home, according to their preference. We were told “the layout 
suits x really well, allows them to move freely and to be observed easily “. We saw the 
home was in good decorative order and furnishings and fittings were in a good state of 
repair.

Therefore, from our observations, together with what people told us and the records we 
reviewed, we consider that people can be confident the provider ensures the physical 
environment is maintained to a good standard and is safe.
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4. Leadership and Management 

Summary

Ty Gofal is a new provider of the service at Gwendraeth House. Whilst systems are in place 
to ensure continuous improvement for people using the service, the robustness of these 
systems has yet to be tested. The responsible individual engaged with CIW throughout the 
inspection and provided additional information promptly, however feedback received by 
CIW indicated a requirement to improve engagement with other commissioning authorities.

Our findings

Overall people can be assured staff are safely recruited, however further steps are required 
to ensure procedures are robust. We reviewed four staff files and saw information about 
staff recruitment was kept in people’s files. Whilst all files evidenced current DBS checks 
had taken place, appropriate pre-employment checks had not been consistently undertaken 
to safeguard people using the service. We examined four staff files and found not all files 
had up to date photographs of staff, two references or identification documents. In addition 
we found one case where no signature to confirm policies and procedure documents had 
been read and understood. We discussed these issues with the responsible individual who 
acknowledged further work was required to ensure all references were in place, or 
documented evidence of risk assessments undertaken prior to staff taking up post. We 
were informed further recruitment documentation was held at head office. CIW has received 
confirmation all references are now in place. We are satisfied appropriate steps have been 
taken to ensure robust recruitment procedures.

 People can be assured measures are in place to ensure all staff have access to policies 
and procedures which support them in their role in achieving the best possible outcomes for 
individuals. This is because we were saw the policy manual, saw most staff had signed to 
acknowledge their understanding. The service managed transition and admission in line 
with their policy, with clear documentation detailing how the service would be able to meet 
needs of individual in line with local authority assessments. The responsible individual and 
manager had reflected upon an earlier placement which had not gone forward after initial 
placement. This showed the management of the service was open to learn from events to 
inform practice. We discussed areas where further work was required to the whistle blowing 
policy and control and restraint policy. CIW has since received updated copies of both 
policies and are confident they are contain all the necessary information.

People have access to information to support decision making regarding the suitability of 
the service. We saw care was being delivered in line with the statement of purpose. This is 
because we read the document which detailed the service would support people with a 
diagnosis of diabetes and epilepsy and we saw in staff files training had been undertaken in 
both these areas.  
 
People can be assured they receive support from staff who are, in turn, well supported by 
the management team. Opportunities to identify training and development needs, address 
competency issues and observe practice were in place. We saw all supervisions had been 
fully completed and signed and dated. Staff had completed an induction, competency 
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assessment in line with Social Care Wales induction. Whilst measures were in place to 
monitor performance, as the service was still in its infancy the robustness of systems has 
yet to be tested .For example annual appraisals, audit, quality assurance and self-
assessment have yet to take place. Feedback CIW received from professionals working 
with the providers of the service stated whilst overall there were no concerns with the care 
provided, communication would be improved by a greater willingness to engage and 
facilitate change based on evidence by the provider. However, other feedback we received 
stated the service to be highly responsive and willing to engage,” it is my hope that 
Gwendraeth will be (x) home for a good while.” This will be an area which will be addressed 
at future inspections.
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5. Improvements required and recommended following this inspection

5.1  Areas of non-compliance from previous inspections
Not applicable as this was the first inspection of the service.

5.2  Recommendations for improvement
In order to secure improved outcomes for people the provider should ensure the 
following:

 all correspondence regarding DOLs applications are documented;

 Training is delivered in relation to communication methods.
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6. How we undertook this inspection 
This was a full inspection undertaken as part of our inspection programme. We made an 
unannounced visit to the home on 30 May 2019 between the hours of 9:45am and 
14:30pm. The following methods were used:

During the inspection we spoke with the following:
 two people living in the home;
 three  staff and
 The responsible individual.

We looked at:
 two care records of people living in the home;
 three staff files;
 the Statement of Purpose and
 Policies and procedures. 

In addition, we:
 toured the property and
 Observed care practices and interactions between staff and people.
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Further information about what we do can be found on our website: 
www.careinspectorate.wales

http://www.careinspectorate.wales/


Type of care provided Care Home Service

Service Provider Ty Gofal LTD 

Manager Lee Williams

Registered maximum number of 
places

2

Date of previous Care Inspectorate 
Wales inspection

Not applicable

Dates of this Inspection visit(s) 30/05/2019

Operating Language of the service English

Does this service provide the Welsh 
Language active offer?

No. None of the people living in the home were 
Welsh speakers.

Additional Information:

Date Published 19/07/2019


